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Rachel Morgan's back! Bestselling author Kim Harrison returns with a new supernatural adventure
that fans of Laurell K. Hamilton and Charlaine Harris won't want to miss.Some days, you just can't
win. Witch and former bounty hunter Rachel Morgan's managed to escape her corrupt company,
survive living with a vampire, start her own runner service, and face down a vampire master. But her
vampire roommate Ivy is off the wagon, her human boyfriend Nick is out of town indefinitely and
doesn't sound like he's coming back while the far-too-seductive vampire Kisten is looking way too
tempting, and there's a turf war erupting in Cincinnati's underworld.And there's a greater evil still. To
put the vampire master behind bars and save her family, Rachel made a desperate bargain and
now there's hell to payâ€”literally. For if Rachel cannot stop him, the archdemon Algaliarept will pull
her into the sorcerous ever-after to forfeit her soul as his slave. Forever.
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In the first 275 pages of this third volume of the series, there's some action, but nothing actually
happens. Rachel resists getting dragged into the ever-after by Algaliarept yet again; Rachel resists

getting laid by Kisten yet again; Ivy manages not to bite Rachel yet again... same old, same old.
However, about page 275, Rachel decides to let herself be seduced into sex, but not blood, by
Kisten. (And if you are a prude about sex between vampires and witches, you shouldn't be reading
this book, really.) After we get that out of the way, Rachel can start kicking ass, rounding up bad
guys, trading smart-ass remarks with Trent Kalamack, and all the other fun stuff. Up until that point,
I thought I was going to have to say that the third volume in the series isn't as good as the second,
but based on the last 200 pages, it's the best yet.We get to know more about Weres in this volume.
In "The Good, the Bad, and the Undead" we got elves. This book, we find out lots more about the
elves, and more about weres. In fact, at the end of the book, Rachel has a relationship with both
Kisten and David (the Were insurance adjustor) but it is so VERY different from Anita Blake's
relationships with her vampire and were! Those of you who follow the Anita Blake series will see
what I mean - this is not a case of lust for every species she meets an alpha male of, unlike Anita. I
really like the character David Hue - and there is apparently a whole subculture of werewolf
insurance adjustors, which strikes me as a very funny idea. Closer to Tanya Huff than to Laurell
Hamilton.One small complaint I have about this series is that although it's set in Cincinnatti, we don't
get much of a sense of the place.

This was another breathtaking entry in the complex and colorful world of Miss Rachel Morgan, sort
of a supernatural bounty hunter if you may, who always manages to get into immense trouble and
who longs for drinking coffee on Ivy's couch while trying to figure a way to save her life. This is the
third installment of this delicious series and I cannot stress enough to read it in order, this story line
has so many twists and turns that's it's easier than I can say to spoil things and ruin those great
surprises, I don't even read reviews for next entries because it's never safe with the amount of
ingenuity Kim Harrison puts into each one of her books.I adore the subtle mix of humor thrown in,
the main heroine has the audacity to make fun of the demon that keeps trying to pull her into the
ever after, calling him big Al and stealing his familiar, and she enrages him to the point where their
battles become hairy. Her relationship with Ivy is back on track although an old flame shows up, a
vampire that I am sure Ivy is not going to be done with yet and whose job stands in Rachel's way.
Kisten is back, the bad boy has some heart and really grows on the reader, I am starting to adore
his role in the books, and he always smells like silk and leather, interesting combo...There is also
more Trent drama but better than ever, I didn't know whether to sit or stand when reading, some
parts were so ingenious and wonderful that I giggled or made noises while reading, making my
boyfriend look at my strangely, books rarely have this effect on my hard to please reading palate but

his one was superb.
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